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XXX

The PC plays a very vital role in a 
functioning residency. They create the 
agenda to keep it running and manage
it to keep it flowing as fluid as possible.

XXX

“Scheduling guru. The person I go to 
with all my odd-ball, I am not sure if you 
are the right person to ask questions.

XXX

The program coordinator arranges moving 
parts together, helping residents navigate 
the rotational puzzle of residency. Without 
my PC I would be lost and am so grateful 
for their helping hand!

XXX

PC allow me to focus on patient 
care and my individual studies 
without the being bogged down 
by administrative secondary tasks.



XXX

They’re work-moms. 
They are always 

making sure we’re 
doing ok and 
getting food.



IM Resident Gunderson

I can’t imagine my program without our program coordinator. 
She really cares for our well-being. She really does best to 

make sure we feel appreciated and really creates a sense of 
community. Just a handful of things that comes to mind is 

that she makes sure our schedules don’t conflict with vacation 
requests, makes changes to schedules when circumstances 

change, always provides a safe space and listening ear… 
coordinates office gatherings both in the hospital and out, 
let’s us know fun things to do around town every month, 

shares the  good and bad news in our lives (if permitted), if 
someone is going through a tough time coordinates how we 

can be of help to our colleague. 



Responsibilities

What does a program
coordinator do?
Clerkship Directors in Internal Medicine 
(CDIM) Administrator Survey found “vast 
discrepancies in the position’s job 
responsibility”

Over 230 documented job responsibilities 

Even titles differed: program coordinator, 
clerkship administrator, program 
administrator, program manager, medical 
education manager

Despite the variation, U/GME coordinators 
need a similar skillset to be successful



5 Essential Skills



Skills

Managing Change: The 
unique role of program 
coordinators as change 
agent.

Managing Up: 
Maximizing 
effectiveness.

Utilizing Quality 
Improvement 
Methodologies.

Analyzing Data: 
Elevating the skill.

Developing 
Professionally: 
Embracing lifelong 
learning.



Managing Up
Managing Your Program Director (Boss) Gabarro & Kotter 1980

You are the other half of the relationship, as well as the part over which 
you have the most control.Developing an effective working relationship
requires, then, that you know your own strengths, weaknesses, and 
personal style.

Use this information to develop and manage a healthy working 
relationship - One that is compatible with both people's work styles and
assets, is characterized by mutual expectations, and meets the most 
critical needs of the other person.

Have a good understanding of the other person and yourself, especially 
regarding strengths, weaknesses, work styles and needs.



PC-PD Dyad

"Program directors and coordinators have tremendous responsibility 
for developing, overseeing, and improving residency or fellowship 
programs, implementing changes based on the current 
accreditation requirehents, and preparing for accreditation site visits 
and review by the ACME Review Committees. "

This statement by the Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical 
Education (ACME) lays out one of the most important relationships in 
a residency program--the director and coordinator. While each role 
has its distinct responsibility and oversight, this relationship can truly 
reach its potential when thought of as a dyad.



Leading from the middle isn’t about a position; it’s about meeting 
the demands from above while providing resources to and meeting 

the needs of those below.



Generation Z
Is medical education ready for generation Z?

Value Independence - 
work at their pace

Dislike lectures - want to 
know in the moment

May procrastinate to the 
last minute

May be deficient in 
communication

They expect flexibility and 
exceptions

Focused on wellness and 
health

Less likely to ask questions 
secondary to anxiety and 
insecurity

Less drawn to medicine

May expect 24hr 
availability



Coordinator Impact



Requesting supervisors to reconsider their 
teaching 
sensitive to resident’s stressors, behaviors, and mood changes

-coordinated opportunities for communication between residents and 
supervisors

-proposed review of teaching manuals   

Protecting residents from the negative 
influence of clinical experiences 
-closely watching, listening to, and guiding residents after negative clinical 
outcomes 



Facilitating resident’s self-assessment and 
confidence 
-noticed subtle changes in resident behavior and appearance

-provided reassurance, arranged skills training, created an amiable 
atmosphere 

Creating a safer learning environment 
-proposing improvements for resident workload and review of instructional 
guides in resident-centered ways

-acted as a bridge between residents and medical team members 



Fostering a better atmosphere for mental 
health of residents 
-welcoming residents and inviting them to visit and interact

-creating a relaxed atmosphere

-watching and listening to residents’ problems in an equal relationship 

Intervening for residents with insufficient social 
skills/unprofessional behavior 
-providing opportunities for remediation and arranging meeting between 
affected parties

-maintained a non-hierarchical relationship, listened to residents, created a 
positive atmosphere 



Providing support for isolated residents  
-created a relaxed atmosphere

-talked to residents with a non-hierarchical attitude

-provided reassurance

Preventing problems with peers  
-arranged opportunities to foster communication between residents and 
peers

-advised residents that peer evaluation was important

-facilitated resident’s self- reflection



The

Butterfly effect



Coordinator Impact
1 Primary Care Provider

841 Week

3,8641 year

77,28020 years



Coordinator Impact
Graduate 4 Primary Care Providers Per year

309,1201 year

1,545,6005 years

6,182,40020 years



Jean Witte

12 364 800+
MCW Psychiatry Program



Lori Deschene 

You can never know 
how many lives 
you’ve touched, so 
just know it’s far 
more than you 
think. 


